Manuscript Preparation Instructions

Please use the MS Word template file to prepare your submission. Please do not insert any graphics (schemes, figures, etc.) into a movable frame which can superimpose the text and make the layout tasks very difficult.

- **Paper Format**: A4 paper format. The margins should be 2.05 cm on each side of the paper (top, bottom, left, and right).
- **Formatting / Style**: Please use the MS Word template file to prepare your submission.
- **Reference Formatting**: You may cite references either directly in the text (author-date system) or you may cite them in footnotes or endnotes. References should be numbered consecutively throughout the manuscript. Please download the MDPI Reference List and Citations Style Guide for details on reference formatting.
- **Reference Preparation**: References should preferably be prepared with EndNote®, ReferenceManager™ or a similar bibliography software package. If references are prepared manually they must be checked for integrity and correctness.
- **Footnotes**: Use MS Word in-built footnotes, numbered consecutively throughout the text, using superscript Arabic numbers.
- **Bibliography**: If your contribution is part of an edited book or Festschrift, list the bibliography at the end of your article. If applicable, please also provide a bibliography at the end of each chapter of a monograph. This will enable readers to access your book by chapter. If not applicable, provide a complete bibliography as the last section at the end of the manuscript.
- **Selected Bibliography**: Relevant works that are not cited in the text, or a list of works by one particular author, etc. can be listed as an appendix after the References Section, usually titled “Selected Bibliographies [Relevant to So-and-So]” or “Selected Works [Relevant to So-and-So]” and “Published Works [of So-and-So]” or “Writings [of So-and-So]”. Such a list should be arranged alphabetically or chronologically.
- **Special Characters**: If your manuscript contains special characters (e.g. Greek or Hebrew), please tell us which fonts you used. Please pay special attention to those characters in the proofs.
- **Authors List and Affiliation Format**: Authors’ full first and last names must be given. Initials of middle names can be added. For manuscripts written by various contributors an author must be designated to receive any correspondence. Complete address information including city, zip code, state/province, country, and email address should be added. All authors who contributed significantly to the manuscript (including writing a section) should be listed on the first page of the manuscript, below the title of the article. Other parties, who provided only minor contributions, should be listed under Acknowledgments. A minor contribution might be a discussion with the author, reading through the draft of the manuscript, or performing language corrections.
- **Abstract and Keywords**: For contributions to an edited book or Festschrift, the abstract should encompass about 100–200 words and be placed between the title and text of the article. A list of three to ten keywords must be given for every individual chapter, and placed after the Abstract. Monograph authors and editors provide an abstract of about 200–300 words for the book or entire collection. Ideally, this could be used for the book cover (verso).

- **Figures, Schemes and Tables**: Authors are encouraged to prepare figures and schemes in color. Figure and schemes must be numbered (Figure 1, Scheme I, Figure 2, Scheme II, etc.) and an explanatory title must be added. Tables should be inserted into the main text, and numbers and titles for all tables supplied. All table columns should have an explanatory heading. Please supply legends for all figures, schemes and tables. The legends should be prepared as a separate paragraph and placed in the main text before a table and after a figure or a scheme. Figures should be supplied at as high a resolution as possible.

- **Front Cover Graphic**: Monograph authors and editors are encouraged to provide a high resolution graphic to be used for the front cover. Please make sure you obtained permission to use it.

- **Electronic Supplementary Information**: Conference slides, video sequences, software, etc., can be included with the submission and published as supplementary material on-line.

**Important note for edited books**: If you are the editor of a collection of articles written by different authors, please give special attention to consistency. This includes reference formatting, spellings, capitalization, italics, abbreviations, hyphenation, etc.